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WHICH CORPORATE BUZZWORD ARE 
YOU? (BASED OFF YOUR BIRTH MONTH)

 I’m not sure what you’re supposed to make of this, but as usual, go ahead and search for 
your own birth month and ignore all the others. None of these will be kind. 

January: “Circle back”
Full circle! January! The beginning of a new year! Unfortunately, we’ve reached a point where no 
one wants to circle back to January. It only brings unfulfillable resolutions, covid, cold weather, and 
of course, gout. 

February: “Core competency”
Nauseating. You like to say really simple ideas in the most convoluted, complex terms you can 
think of. You suck so bad.  

March: “Streamline”
Streams are cool! You also have a national holiday, just ask Julius Caesar. Also Pi day? March, 
you’re actually pretty chill, but streamlining is never a good thing. You’re about to get laid off. 

April: “Reorient”
A stupid way of saying “do something differently.” April, you bring false hope for warm weather. 
Do something differently.

May: “Move the needle”
According to arkansasonline.com, “moving the needle” means “to have enough of an effect that 
people notice a change.” You know what’s coming next. May, you’re not moving the needle nearly 
enough. I haven’t noticed you in a month. 

June: “Synergy”
Also the name of a kombucha brand! Enough said. Eff off.

July: “Snackable content”
Self-explanatory. 

August: “Touch base”
A wise person will never, ever meet or talk with you again if you tell them you would like to “touch 
base.” Tread lightly. 

September: “Double-click that”
Do it! Double-click that! To be honest, I’m not exactly sure what this means, but something along 
the vein of “get the damn job done,” you September slackers. 

October: “Growth opportunity”
Use this opportunity to improve and realize that no one likes October babies! Having your birthday 
in the same month as Halloween doesn’t make you cool, it makes you insufferable.

November: “Think outside the box”
Thinking outside the box actually requires minimal mental effort. Let’s stop saying this. Scorpios 
and Sagittarii (newly accepted Oxford English Dictionary conjugation), start thinking inside the 
box! We need more of that.

December: “Win-win”
December! Your birthday! Winter break! An “it’s for both” gift! You could call that a win-win. 

-Caroline Lopez
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WHO IS THIS DRAFT IN THE BULLSHEET 
EMAIL ABOUT?

Stuff he told me in interview with him you can use if you want: Dua Lipa is his dream col-
laboration. His musical influences are Harry Styles, One Direction, Elvis, and others. His 
personal favorite song of his is “Are You Proud of Me?”I asked him how he produced a 
lot of his music and he said he was working with a guy in Sweden and actually lived there 
for 7 months and made it with him, and the day before being here he got an offer to col-
lab from some guy who like works with this really random rapper, I wish I could remem-
ber more that is not helpful. Best of luck writing, can’t wait to read it tomorrow. Gotta go 
charge my laptop and hit lib. In the wise words of Bullsheet alum Teddy Jones, “I love 
you guy(s), and I’ll see you when I see you. Best of luck and Bon Voyage.”
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